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ABSTRACT
A morphological chart is an ideation tool that represents a large qualitative design
space.

Currently, morphological charts use a function list to as the function

representation of the design problem. Using the morphological chart means (solutions)
that can perform each function are generated. Combining one means from each function
produces an integrated conceptual design solution. By repeating this process with all
possible combination contained in the morphological chart, a long list of conceptual
design solutions will be generated, although not all will be practical. This long list of
potential design solutions is difficult to analyze and there are limited systematic design
tools or guidelines to aid in identifying high quality solutions. A systematic study of the
introduction of a new function representation, function structures, into morphological
charts is explored in this thesis with the intent of developing guidelines which will aid
designers in identifying high quality concepts. An experiment is conducted to determine
the quality of design concepts generated from morphological charts using two different
function representations (function lists and function structures). The findings from this
experiment suggest that the quality of means generated in a morphological chart is not
dependent on the function representation but that the potential for creating higher quality
concepts when using function structures exists.
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CHAPTER ONE
MOTIVATION: IMPROVING COMBINATORIAL CONCEPT EXPLORATION
The objective of this research is to determine the relationship between function
structures and morphological charts in the context of idea generation and exploration as
they relate to effectiveness.

To determine this relationship, a user study of senior

mechanical engineering students using function structures and function lists incorporated
into morphological charts is conducted.

This chapter provides detailed background

information on conceptual design, morphological charts, and function structures.
1.1 Conceptual Design
The design process can be decomposed into four general phases:

problem

clarification, conceptual design, embodiment design, and detail design [1,2].

Some

works combine the embodiment and detail design into a single product development
stage [3]. The conceptual design stage is recognized to be of special interest as detailed
in a report published by the National Research Council (NRC) which estimated that 70%
of the life cycle cost of a product is determined during the conceptual design phase [4].
Further, the NRC identified several goals of engineering design education including
teaching students the basic tools of the design process. This aligns with more recent
reports that call on the National Science Foundation (NSF) to concentrate on supporting
research that explores early stage engineering design [5]. A subset of these basic tools
used during the early design process phases includes idea generation methods [6,7].
The conceptual design stage can further be decomposed into four steps:
decomposition, sub-solution generation, concept integration, and concept evaluation.
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Once the design problem is identified and understood or defined, function decomposition
begins. Functional decomposition details the high level and lower level functions that
need to be accomplished by the product or artifact being designed. These functions are
driven by the requirements as defined in the problem definition and clarification phase.
After the sub-functions are identified, means are generated which satisfy each of the subfunctions individually. Numerous possible means are typically sought in order to more
fully explore the feasible design space. Next, means are selected and combined based
upon compatibility; along with some additional engineering synthesis, the combined
means form integrated design concepts. Finally, multiple integrated design concepts are
evaluated, a principal solution set is selected and further explored through embodiment
and detail design.
Idea generation methods are used typically within the means generation and
combination stages of conceptual design. Formal, or structured, idea generation methods
can be classified as either intuitive or logical [6,7]. Intuitive idea generation methods
were developed with the purpose of encouraging divergent thinking and promoting
creativity [6]. Within the intuitive idea generation methods lay methods which may be
used by groups of designers only and methods which may be used by groups or
individuals. Morphological charts [1,8,9] are intuitive idea generation methods which
may be used by individuals or groups. Moreover, morphological charts are able to
support both the means generation activity and the integration of the means to form
solution concepts. Thus, these are recognized as powerful engineering design tools as
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evidenced by the fact that morphological charts are found in a plurality of the popular
engineering design textbooks [1-3,8].
1.2 Morphological Charts
A morphological chart, also known as concept combination tables [10] or
function-means tables [8], is a tool for systematic combination of solutions to a design
problem [1]. A common organizational structure of a morphological chart is shown in
Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: A Morphological Chart
Function

Means

F1

M1.1

M1.2

M1.3

…

M1.4

M1.m

F2

M2.1

M2.2

M2.3

…

M2.4

M2.m

F3

M3.1

M3.2

M3.3

…

M3.4

M3.m

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Fn

Mn.1

Mn.2

Mn.3

…

Mn.4

Mn.m

The morphological chart is represented as a table of decomposed sub-functions of
the design problem and potential solution fragments for each sub-functions. Common
convention lists the set of decomposed sub-functions of a problem in the first column of
the table and the solution fragments to realize each of these sub-functions cells to the
right of each. There are several names for the solution fragments including means [8],
working principles [1], and design parameters [9]. For this research, the solutions to
each function will be referred to as means. In addition, this research will use the term
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concept to describe a set of means which collectively satisfy all of the sub-functions
identified in the morphological chart.
In Table 1.1, the morphological chart is sized to be n x m where n represents the
number of sub-functions and m represents the number of means. It is important to note
that a morphological chart is not constrained to have the same number of sub-functions
and means. The sub-functions, represented as Fn, that are used in the creation of the
morphological chart should all be at the same level of detail [8]. For each sub-function,
the means, listed by Mn.m, generated should typically be at the same level of abstraction,
though some recent work suggests methods to accommodate varying levels of abstraction
[11]. By combining one means for each function, a concept is created. Repeating this
process with every possible combination contained in the morphological chart creates an
exhaustive list of concepts. In this manner, morphological charts provide a sense of the
size of the design space [8].
The design space can quickly grow quite large when additional means and
functions are added to the chart. The complete list of potential concepts can be reduced
in size by eliminating impractical concepts, effectively pruning the initial morphological
chart. Additionally, impractical combinations of means can also be eliminated from
combinatorial consideration reducing the number of resulting design solutions
[1,8,10,12].

Means pruning through individual means evaluation or through a

compatibility matrix [1]can provide an approach to reducing the design space to explore.
In an attempt to provide more guidance in how to control the design space to
improve quality integrated concept exploration beyond a feasibility check, researchers
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have studied how the number of means and the number of functions influence quality
[13,14]. The findings from this experimental study indicate that reducing the number of
functions has a greater influence on improving quality integrated concepts than reducing
the number of means’ columns.

Further, this experimental study demonstrates the

potential for refining and defining morphological chart guidelines.

It is on this

foundation that this thesis explores additional approaches to refine morphological
analysis methods for quality improvement.
1.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages
As with all design tools, morphological charts have several advantages and
disadvantages which influence the context of use. Advantages of morphological charts
include their ability to illustrate unexpected pairings of features [10], the potential
creation of novel concepts not otherwise considered by the designer [8], and the
capability to represent and explore large regions of the design space. Three specific
limitations to morphological charts as design tools are the potential for the number of
concepts to grow exponentially making exploration difficult [8], the reality that not all
combinations of means will be feasible solutions to the design problem [8], and the
absence of a set of guidelines to determine a useful way to choose the promising concepts
for further evaluation. The goal of this research is to improve first on the representation
and exploration of the design space by increasing the quality of the means. Secondly,
this improvement will be implemented through a set of specific guidelines for use with
morphological charts. In this manner, some existing advantages will be enhanced and a
current limitation will be addressed.
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1.2.2 Effectiveness Metrics
To determine the effectiveness of a morphological chart as an idea generation
tool, one can use four basic metrics: variety (how well the solution space was explored),
novelty (how unexpected an idea is compared to others), quality (feasibility of and how
well solutions meet specifications), and quantity (number of ideas generated) [15].
Typically, designers using morphological charts are encouraged to produce as many
means as possible to perform each sub-function, resulting in a high quantity of means.
Although high quality means are not assured, this practice of producing as high a quantity
of means as possible results in higher likelihood of novel and varying means. Therefore,
as determined by three of the metrics, the size of a morphological chart is important to its
effectiveness. Previous research into the most effective size of a morphological chart
showed that a chart with more means than functions produced higher quality concepts
than a chart with more functions than means and that adding functions to a morphological
chart did not improve the results [13]. Thus, rectangular morphological chart with more
means than functions is preferred to a rectangular morphological chart with more
function than means.

This previous research appears to be one of the first to

systematically investigating the construction and use of morphological charts. Therefore,
it is the first step towards providing designers with specific guidelines for more
effectively using a morphological chart to produce useful concepts.
In addition to the size of the morphological chart, the actual representation of the
design problem may be influential on how easily the design space can be explored. This
belief has not yet been tested experimentally in the literature and specific designer
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guidelines are not yet available. Therefore, the research of this thesis will explore the
representation of the functions described in the design problem.
1.2.3 Computation Automation of Morphological Charts
Several examples of research into automating the exploration of the design space
represented by morphological charts exist. Bryant, et. al. [16] describe an interactive,
user interface driven approach which is the result of combining two previously developed
and validated tools: an automated morphological search [17] and a computational concept
generator [18]. The automated morphological search is a web-based tool that makes use
of the information of the Design Repository [19] to populate a morphological chart. The
computational concept generator takes a user-defined function block diagram of a
product and converts it into a matrix which describes relationships between functions.
Based off of information contained in the Design Repository, a function-component
matrix (FCM), and a design-structure matrix (DSM), a list of possible solutions is
created, filtered and presented to the user.

The proposed interactive morphological

search is created by combining characteristics of each of these two tools. The hybrid
technique has the connectivity information generated in the computational concept
generator and the solution accessibility of the web-based morphological chart search.
The major limitation of this method is the amount of design knowledge currently entered
into the Design Repository.
Tiwari, et. al. [20] discuss using a genetic algorithm to combine means from a
morphological chart into solutions.

This method represents the means combination

process as a combinatorial multi-objective optimization problem. The method allows for
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multiple criteria to be used in judging the combinations. The optimal combination will
be a balance of high performance in each criterion. Advantages to this method include
minimal computational effort, the utilization of a multitude of information from the
designer, quick feedback to the designer from a large pool of potential solutions, and
consistent results despite uncertainty in the inputs (i.e. a range of values instead of a
single value). The limitations to this approach include the number of inputs from the
designer, a lack of non-behavioral characteristics (i.e. aesthetics) as inputs, and the
chance of variation among inputs (inconsistencies between multiple designers).
1.3 Function Structures
A function is defined as the intended input/output relationship of a system which
performs a certain task [1] or the “desired output from a system” [3]. The existence of a
product is justified by its’ functions [2]. Therefore, when designing a product, it is often
recommended to model the product using its functions during the conceptual stage [1-3].
Although there are several methods available to model the functions of a product
(including function structures [1,2], the Function-Behavior-Structure model [21], the
Function-Behavior-State [22], the Structure-Behavior-Function [23], and the affordancebased view of functionality [24]), this research will focus attention on function lists and
function structures only.
Function lists and function structures are similar in that they are both form-neutral
representations of a product and describe the functions that must be accomplished but not
how the detailed solution will be realized. The primary differences between a function
list and function structure are:
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The function structure is a graphical representation, where as the
functional list is a textual representation
The function structure explicitly captures topological connectivity
between the functions whereas a function list can only imply order
Based upon these similarities and differences, it is recognized that a function list
can be derived from a function structure but the converse is not true, therefore implying
that a function structure is an advanced representation. The reader is referred to Section
3.2.2 for a comparison of the information content and topological knowledge embodies
by each representation.
A function structure consists of function blocks (verbs) which are connected by
flows (nouns). Previous research has shown that function structures are an acceptable
way of modeling the functions and relationships between functions of a product [1]. To
create a function structure, the first step is to identify the basic inputs and outputs of the
system, based on the customer needs or problem statement. These inputs and outputs can
be arranged into a black box model [25]. A black box model is used to define the
relationship between the inputs and outputs of the system [2]. An example of a black box
model is shown in Figure 1.1. Within this model (and all function structures) the inputs
and outputs can be categorized as material, energy, or signal flows. Examples of each
type of flows include: gases, liquids, solids (material); mechanical, electrical, thermal
(energy); and magnitude, control, data (signal).
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Figure 1.1: Black Box Model of Vacuum Cleaner [2]
As shown in the example, the main function of the vacuum cleaner is “transport
dirt off the floor”. This model has four total inputs (electricity, hand, debris, air) and five
total outputs (noise, heat, hand, debris, and air). To go from a black box model to a
function structure, the inputs and outputs remain the same but the function is decomposed
into verb-noun pairs (functions and flows). In Figure 1.2, the vacuum cleaner’s black box
model has been expanded into a function structure.

The single, original function

“transport dirt off the floor” has been decomposed into fifteen sub-functions.

Figure 1.2: Function Structure of Vacuum Cleaner [2]
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1.4 Summary
The motivation for this research began with an overall look at the design process
and selects the conceptual design stage as a focus. Further investigation into concept
integration, specifically using morphological charts, and function representations
followed. The literature reviewed in this motivation can be summarized as follows:
Four steps in the design process – problem clarification, conceptual
design, embodiment design, and detail design
Conceptual design has been identified as a can further be decomposed into
decomposition, sub-solution generation, concept integration, and concept
evaluation
Morphological charts are a intuitive design tool used in concept
integration
Common convention uses a function list (textual representation) to express
the intended functions of a product in a morphological chart
Function structures are graphical representations of a product which are
not currently used in morphological charts
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CHAPTER TWO
RESEARCH GOALS: GUIDELINES FOR ENHANCING DESIGN TOOLS
With conceptual design, morphological charts and function structures sufficiently
reviewed, gaps in the current literature can be identified. From these gaps, the focus of
this research will be identified through a research question and several research
hypotheses will be formed. With these hypotheses formed, a research task in the form of
a user study will be outlined. Through the execution of this user study, the contributions
of this research will be realized.
2.1 Research Gaps
Based upon a review of the current literature, an opportunity to develop
guidelines which will aid designers in the use of morphological charts to produce high
quality concepts exists. Currently, such guidelines are limited to rules about the size and
shape of the morphological chart [13,14]. In order to further develop guidelines for the
use of morphological charts, a limitation to the current use of morphological charts is
considered: the amount of topological knowledge contained in a morphological chart.
Currently, it is conceivable that a hierarchical list of function that is created in the
function analysis/decomposition stage can be flattened when inserted into morphological
chart [26]. As a result, some topological knowledge is lost as it is not represented in the
morphological chart.

To determine how much topological knowledge is lost, the

topological knowledge for both a function structure and a function list must be calculated.
The information content and topological knowledge that is represented by a
function structure can be determined based on extensions to the linear information theory
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[27]. Using the same principles, the information content and topological knowledge that
is represented by a function list can be determined. Then, the difference between the
information content and topological knowledge represented by a function structure as
compared to a function list can be realized. The manner in which this difference impacts
the exploration of the design space is of interest in this research.
2.2 Research Question and Hypotheses
To facilitate the understanding of the impact that the difference in topological
knowledge of a function list and a function structure has on the exploration of the design
space, the means and concepts of two different morphological charts will be explored.
Therefore, a general research question is examined:
RQ1. How will incorporating function structures into morphological charts
impact the quality of the morphological chart entries and the concepts
generated?
From this research question, the general hypothesis of this experiment is that
using function structures will have a positive impact on the quality of concepts generated
when using a morphological chart. This general hypothesis is then decomposed into four
research hypotheses which will be tested.
RH1. The quality of morphological chart entries using a function structure
and the quality of morphological chart entries using a function list will
be equivalent.
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RH2. The concepts generated using a function structure will be of higher
quality than the concepts generated using a function list.
The first two hypotheses directly compare the morphological chart entries and
concepts generated between the two function representations. While the difference in
information content is not believed to be significant enough to change the quality of the
morphological chart entries, the difference in topological knowledge is believed to aid in
generating higher quality concepts by the function structure.
In addition, two more hypotheses are developed based on comparing the means
used in the concepts integrated and the actual concepts themselves within and across the
function representations.
RH3. The means used in the concepts generated using a function list will be
of higher quality than the concepts generated using a function list.
RH4. The concepts generated using a function structure will be of higher
quality than the means used in the concepts generated using a function
structure.
The means used in the concepts generated are a subset of the morphological chart
entries mentioned in the first research hypothesis. In general, concepts generated can
only be as good as the means from which they are composed; therefore it is believed that,
when using a function list, the means used in the concepts generated will be of higher
quality than the concepts generated themselves. For the function structure, however, it is
believed that the topological knowledge contained in the representation will allow the
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concept generated to be of higher quality than the means used in the concepts generated.
This is a result of the designer better understanding the connectivity and relationships
between functions (and the means of those functions).
2.3 Research Task
In order to answer this research question and test the hypotheses, a user study was
developed. Senior level mechanical engineering students enrolled in a design course
used morphological charts to develop concepts for a novel concept, an automated burrito
folder. The students were split into two groups, with one group receiving a function list
and one group receiving a function structure to describe the problem statement. The
means and concepts that the students produce were judged for quality and the hypotheses
will be confirmed or refuted. For the user study, the hypotheses are applied as shown in
Figure 2.1. Further, the outcome of this research provides designers with structured
guidelines on how to more effectively employ morphological charts to explore the design
space in terms of quality solutions found.
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Function
Store Filling

Means

RH3

Position Tortilla
Fill Tortilla
Fold Burrito

>

Dispense Burrito

RH1
Function

=

Function

Concept

Store Filling

F1.5

Position Tortilla

F2.4

Fill Tortilla

F3.1

Fold Burrito

F4.2

Dispense Burrito

F5.3

RH2
Means

>

Function

RH4

>

Concept

Figure 2.1: Hypotheses As Tested by User Study
The following chapters detail the design, execution, and analysis of a controlled
user study. This exploration of the use of a combination of function structures and
morphological charts has not been found in the literature and may be considered a new
concept generation tool.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENT: FUNCTION TOPOLOGY IN MORPHOLOGICAL CHARTS
If a design engineer is to use a morphological chart to generate means and
integrate concepts, it would be useful to know how the representation of the design
problem impacts the exploration of the design space and the quality of the concepts
developed.

To determine this, an experiment is conducted in which two different

morphological charts are used: one using a function list to represent the problem and one
using a function structure. The two morphological charts provide the participants the
opportunity to produce the same number of means. After the participants generated
means for the different charts, the participants used the charts to form concepts with an
emphasis on identifying high quality concepts. These means and concepts were then
evaluated to determine which configuration of morphological charts yielded the higher
quality means and concepts. The experiment is summarized in Table 3.1. Each of the
aspects of the experimental design as summarized is discussed in subsequent sections of
this chapter.
Table 3.1: Experiment Summary
Group #1
Group #2
Senior level mechanical engineering design course
Participants’ Class
Automated burrito folder
Problem Statement
25
25
Number of Participants
Function
list
Function
structure
Function Representation
Morphological chart with six means per function
Data Collection (Means)
Table with three empty
Three blank function
Data Collection
columns
structures
(Concepts)
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3.1 Participants
The participants of this experiment were drawn from a homogeneous population
based on educational background; they were all students enrolled in a required senior
level mechanical engineering capstone design class at Clemson University. The course is
found in the last semester of their undergraduate program. Thus, they are within months
of being practicing, albeit novice, professional engineers. The participants had been
exposed to morphological charts during a common normalizing lecture. Further, only a
few of the participants had limited previous experience from previous courses. Within
this course, not all of the participants had used morphological charts in their semester
long design projects. As discussed in Section 3.5, the participants’ previous experience
with morphological charts varied from never having seen morphological charts (three of
fifty participants) to having used a morphological chart at least once to generate concepts
(forty of fifty participants).
All of the participants were in a single section of the class, so the experiment was
able to be conducted in a common setting and time period. To mitigate discomfort to the
participants in order to achieve unbiased results, the experiment was conducted in the
normally scheduled classroom during the normal class time.

Once all participants

entered the room, they were arranged so that there were an equal number of students on
each side of the aisle (25 students per side). After the experiment, the participants were
asked questions about their previous experience with morphological charts as shown in
Section 3.5.
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3.2 Problem Statements
The problem chosen for this study is the design of an automatic burrito folding
machine. This problem statement was adapted from a previous project in a sophomore
mechanical engineering course.

Earlier research on morphological charts [13] had

adapted the original class project problem statement (which encompassed several weeks
of a semester) into a problem statement more suited for the time frame of this study (a
single class period).

Using this previous work as a guideline, an overall problem

statement for the experiment was created. This overall problem statement is composed of
the general problem statement (Section 3.2.1), the five functions that the burrito must
satisfy (Section 3.2.2), the instructions for means generation (Section 3.2.3), and the
instructions for means combination (Section 3.2.4). The following sections outline each
part of the overall problems statement.
3.2.1 General Problem Statement
This particular design problem is chosen because the scope is similar to what the
participants would have experienced in other classes. As it was previously used as a
sophomore design project, the difficulty and complexity of the problem was not
considered too challenging for the time given and for the participants’ level of expertise.
None of the students in the senior class had taken the sophomore class when this problem
was used. Moreover, the problem was generally novel enough such that the participants
would have had little preconceived thoughts about in advance of the study is presented.
Therefore, it is important to note that the time elapsed between the assignment of the
original problems statement and the conduction of this experiment is such that there is no
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overlap in participants. By choosing a problem which all participants have an equal
understanding in the beginning, an additional variable of previous knowledge of the
problem is not introduced. The general problem statement (Figure 3.3) establishes the
need for the novel concept and lists some of the materials involved in the problem.
In general, the food service industry has a great need for speed, efficiency, and
cleanliness as preparing large amounts of food quickly is their main goal. As a result, a
local restaurant has identified the need for a machine to fold their burritos. Each burrito
is made up of a ten inch tortilla shell and 2 ounces of filling.
The restaurant has identified the five main functions that the burrito folding
machine must accomplish.
Figure 3.1: General Problem Statement Provided to Experiment Participants

3.2.2 Functions of the Burrito Folder
After this general problem statement, the five functions that the burrito folder
must perform are presented in one of two ways, as a function list (as seen in Figure 3.2)
or as a functions structure (as seen in Figure 3.3). Each participant is given one of the
two representations of the functions.
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The functions are as follows:
Store Filling
Position Tortilla
Fill Tortilla
Fold Burrito
Dispense Burrito
Figure 3.2: Function Description of the Problem Statement Given to Group #1 of
Participants (Function List)
In the function list, each function of the burrito folder is represented as a verbnoun pair. While all of the verbs are unique, some of the nouns are repeated between
functions.
These function have been arranged into a function structure as follows:
Filling

Store
Filling
Filling
Fill
Tortilla

Unformed
Burrito

Fold
Burrito

Burrito

Dispense
Buritto

Burrito

Tortilla
Tortilla

Position
Tortilla

Figure 3.3: Function Description of the Problem Statement Given to Group #2 of
Participants (Function Structure)
In the function structure, the function blocks contain the same verb-noun pairs
seen in the function list. As discussed in Chapter 1.3, the function structure is made up of
verb-noun pairs known as functions and flows. The key differences between the function
list and the function structure are the graphical representation of the functions and the
flows between the functions.
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To determine if the function list and function structure have similar information
content but different topological knowledge, the author uses an extension of linear
information theory [27]. Sen and colleagues present several equations (Equation 1,
Equation 2, and Equation 3) to calculate the information content and topological
knowledge that is represented in a function structure. There are several variables which
must be defined in order to use these equations including the number of the verbs and
nouns in the vocabulary used and the number of times each verb and noun occurs in the
model. For the functions structure presented previously, the values for these variables are
shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Variables Used in Information Content and Topological Knowledge
Calculations for Function Structure
Variable
Definition
Value

x

N

the number of nouns in the vocabulary

4

N

the number of occurrences of nouns

7

x
V

the number of nouns in the vocabulary

5

y
V

the number of occurrences of nouns

5

y

With these values known, the information content of the function structure
contributed by the verbs can be calculated using Equation 1 and , the information content
of the function structure contributed by the nouns can be calculated using Equation 2.

IV

yV log xV bits
2
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Equation 1

IN

y N log xN bits
2

Equation 2

From Equation 1, the information content of the function structure contributed by
the verbs is calculated to be 15 bits. From Equation 2, the information content of the
function structure contributed by the nouns is calculated to be 14 bits. Therefore, the
total information content of the function structure is 29 bits.
Using the same equations, the information content of the function list can be
calculated.

For the function list previously presented, the variables necessary for

information content and topological knowledge calculation are presented in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Variables Used in Information Content and Topological Knowledge
Calculations for Function List
Variable
Definition
Value

x

N

the number of nouns in the vocabulary

3

N

the number of occurrences of nouns

5

x
V

the number of nouns in the vocabulary

5

y
V

the number of occurrences of nouns

5

y

From Equation 1, the information content of the function list contributed by the
verbs is calculated to be 15 bits. From Equation 2, the information content of the
function structure contributed by the nouns is calculated to be 10 bits. Therefore, the
total information content of the function structure is 25 bits.
The difference in the information content represented by the two function
representations can be attributed to the nouns used in each model. The function structure
contains one more noun (unformed burrito) and has two more occurrences of nouns than
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the function list. This difference in information content is not considered significant
enough to affect the outcomes of this research.
Next, the topological content of the two function representations is explored. The
topological content of the two function representations are calculated using the same
variables and values as the information content (Table 3.2 and Table 3.3). Sen and
colleagues present an equation for calculating the topological knowledge of a function
structure (Equation 3).

To continue, an equation for calculating the topological

knowledge of a function list is formed. Using Hall’s Theorem [28] as guidance, Equation
4 is formed to calculate the topological knowledge of the function structure.

IT

yN log

IT

max

2

yV

1

yV log xN
2

yV

bits

bits

y N log xV
2

Equation 3

Equation 4

The topological knowledge represented by the function structure is calculated to
be 35 bits, and the topological knowledge represented by the function list is calculated to
be 15 bits. The difference between the topological knowledge represented by each
function representation is considered significant because the function structure contains
over twice as much topological knowledge as the function list. A summary of the
information content and topological knowledge of each of the functions representations is
presented in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Summary of Information Content and Topological Knowledge of
Function Representations
Function Structure
Function List
15
15
Information Content (Verbs)
14
10
Information Content (Nouns)
29
25
Information Content (Total)
35
15
Topological Knowledge
The hypotheses presented in Section 2.2 were based two assumptions: the
information content of the two function representations is the same and the topological
knowledge represented by the function structure is significantly greater than the function
list. In this section, both of these assumptions have been confirmed for the function
representations presented.
3.2.3 Instructions for Means Generation
After the participants are given the functions that the burrito folder must perform,
they are instructed to populate the morphological chart as shown in Figure 3.4. The
participants are explicitly reminded that price, number of components, and ease of use
will be used as criteria against which to judge the quality of the generated means and
concepts.
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You will generate ideas for performing each function through the use of a
morphological chart. Each function will have its own row in the chart with space to
provide up to six means to perform the task. The means will be measured in terms of
price, number of components, and ease of use. Please keep these criteria in mind when
designing your product.
Figure 3.4: Instructions for Generation Means in Morphological Chart Provided to
Experiment Participants

3.2.4 Instructions for Means Combination
After means generation, the individual means from the morphological chart are
integrated into concepts. The participants are asked to generate three concepts from the
means listed in their own populated morphological charts. As seen in Figure 3.5, the
participants are instructed to develop three concepts from their means.

Again, the

participants are reminded that price, number of components, and ease of use are the
criteria in the problem. Based on the results from the previous work with a similar scope
and problem statement [13,14], this is considered to be an appropriate number of
concepts for the students to generate.
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Using the Morphological Chart that you created, please develop three concepts
for performing the task of folding a burrito. As shown in the example, you do not need to
rewrite each of your means. Please refer to the means using the FX.Y notation where X
is the function number and Y is the mean number. The concepts will be measured in
terms of price, number of components, and ease of use. Please keep these criteria in
mind when composing your concepts.
Figure 3.5: Instructions for Generating Concepts Provided to Experiment
Participants

3.3 Data Collection
In addition to the problem statement previously outlined, documents to capture
the data created by the participants were created. First, two blank morphological charts
were formed for the participants to record the means to perform each function (see
Appendix: Table 6.1 and Table 6.2). Participants were given the morphological chart
which coincided with their problem statement. In the first morphological chart, the
functions list is provided in the first column with the remaining columns available for
participants to record their means. An example of the recorded data of a participant with
a morphological chart containing the function list is provided in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Participant Filled Morphological Chart (Group #1 - Function List)
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For the second morphological chart, in addition to the function being listed in the
left hand column, a miniature figure appears in each block which show the participants
where that function occurs in the function structure. An example of the recorded data of
a participant with a morphological chart containing the function structure is provided in
Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Participant Filled Morphological Chart (Group #2 - Function Structure)
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In addition to the instructions for combining means into concepts (see Chapter
3.2.4), each group of participants was given space to record their concepts (see Appendix:
Table 6.3 and Figure 6.1). For the function list participants, a table with the function list
in the first column, an example concept in the second column, and three additional
columns for the participant’s concepts was created. An example of concepts generated
by a function list participant is shown in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: Participant Filled Function List Concepts Generated

For the participants with the function structures to record concepts, a series of
four function structures was created. The first function structure served as an example
concept while the three remaining function structures were blank for the participant to
record their own concept. An example of concepts generated by a function structure
participant is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Participant Filled Function Structure Concepts Generated
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3.4 Procedure
To begin the experiment, a brief introduction of morphological charts by the
author and the use of the data from the experiment were explained to the participants.
Next, two handouts were distributed: one handout detailing the problem statement (see
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 ) and one handout with an empty, unfilled morphological chart
(Table 6.1 and Table 6.2). As previously stated, the participants were physically split in
the classroom by an aisle so that 25 participants received problem statements with the
function list (Figure 3.2) and 25 participants received problem statements with the
function structure (Figure 3.3). Although the participants were grouped, the problem
statements were randomly assigned as there was no control over which side of the
classroom the participants were assigned at the beginning of the class. The first handout
was read aloud to the participants and time was given to allow the participants to ask
clarification questions about the two problem statements.
Next, the participants were given twelve minutes to generate means in their
respective morphological charts. As the participants were completing the morphological
charts, the author walked around the room to keep the participants on task, confirm that
twelve minutes was an appropriate amount of time for idea generation, and make
observations about how the participants were generating means (by row, by column, or
randomly).
Once the twelve minutes were finished, a third handout containing the appropriate
figures (function structures) or table (function lists) was distributed.

The function

structures and function lists were not mixed. For example, participants with function
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structures on their first handout received function structures on their second handout.
The third handout defined a space for the participants to generate concepts to solve the
design problem based on the means previously generated (see Table 6.3 and Figure 6.1).
The author read the instructions aloud and allowed the participants to ask questions. The
participants were permitted five minutes to complete the concept integration. Once the
participants were finished, all papers were collected.
3.5 Previous Experience with Morphological Charts
At the conclusion of the experiment, an informal survey was conducted to gauge
the participants’ previous experience with morphological charts. The questions and their
responses follow.
Q1:

How many participants have never seen a morphological chart before?

R1:

3 participants (6%)
This response was unexpected as the participants had been introduced to

morphological charts in a previous lecture. However, based on the results presented in
Section 5.2 there were a sufficient number of students who followed directions and
completed the experiment correctly.
Q2:

How many participants have never filled out a morphological chart before?

R2:

8 participants (16%)

Q3:

How many participants have never generated concepts from a morphological
chart before?

R3:

10 participants (20%)
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Although not all of the students had firsthand experience with morphological
charts, in general, the participants expressed comfort in the use of morphological charts.
It is interesting to note that more people had populated a morphological chart than had
used it to generate concepts.
Q4:

How many participants filled the morphological charts by column?

R4:

5 participants (10%)

Q5:

How many participants filled the morphological charts by random?

R5:

2 participants (4%)
While proctoring the experiment, the author observed that participants were split

almost in half on the method of filling in their morphological charts (by row or by
column). However, when prompted after the experiment, by default, the largest response
was that participants were filling in by row. This could be a result of the participants not
realizing what they were doing as they filled in the means, or a lack of effort in response
to questions at the end. Exploring this difference of how to populate a morphological
chart is reserved for future work.
In order to maintain unbiased analysis of the means and concepts generated by the
participants, the participants remained anonymous when answering these questions.
Therefore, determining any relationship between the results of the experiment with any of
the questions asked, including previous experience generating concepts, the manner in
which the participants perceived themselves generated means, is out of the scope of this
research.
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3.6 Summary
There were two groups of participants in this study, each with twenty-five
participants.

All participants were students in the same section of the senior level

mechanical engineering design course. Each group of participants was given a problem
statement dealing with the design of a novel concept, an automated burrito folder. To
represent the functions that the design must accomplish, the first group received a
function list and the second group a functions structure. Each group of individuals
recorded their means in a morphological chart with six means per function. To combine
means into concepts, the function list group used a table with columns set aside for
concepts.

The function structure group used blank function structures, entering

individual means into each function block. With the experiment fully summarized (Table
3.8), the analysis of the data collected will be discussed in the next Chapter.

Participants’ Class
Problem Statement
Number of Participants
Function
Representation
Data Collection
(Means)
Data Collection
(Concepts)

Table 3.8: Experiment Summary
Group #1
Group #2
Senior level mechanical engineering design
course
Automated burrito folder
25
25
Function list

Function structure

Morphological chart with six means per
function
Table with three
Three blank function
empty columns
structures
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Chapter 3.1
Chapter 3.2
Chapter 3.1
Chapter 3.2.2
Chapter 3.3
Chapter 3.3

CHAPTER FOUR
DATA PROCESSING: PROTOCOL FOR ANALYSIS
To ready the data generated in the user study for analysis, the sheets collected
from the participants were sorted and assigned a code, FL for function list and FS for
function structure. Each participant was assigned a number so that analysis could be
done anonymously, and all morphological chart and concepts generated were entered into
a digital spreadsheet for analysis purposes. An analysis table was created to record the
scores from the participants. For each participant, the morphological chart entries and
concepts generated were scored independently.

Independent scoring is necessary to

avoid any bias in concept generation scoring based on morphological chart entry scoring.
Although quality is the main concern in this research and the focus of its hypotheses, all
four idea generation metrics (see Section 1.2.2) are used in the analysis of data collected.
Quantity, variety, and novelty are of interest in this research to ensure that there are no
negative secondary effects from introducing function structures into morphological
charts. The following sections outline the procedures for scoring each of the participants’
responses.
4.1 Quality
In order to test the hypotheses listed in Section 2.2, quality metrics to describe
each of the tested categories must be determined. For each participant, there are three
categories of interest: morphological chart entries (means), concepts generated, and
morphological chart entries used in concepts generated. The first category consists of
every means entered into the morphological chart, ranging from five to thirty entries per
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participant. This category will be used to determine the validity of the first research
hypothesis, which compares the means by the two groups of participants. The second
category consists of each concept generated, ranging from one to three concepts per
participant. This category will be used to determine the validity of the second research
hypothesis, which compares the concepts generated by the two groups of participants. In
addition, this category, along with the final category, will also be used to determine the
validity of the third and fourth research hypotheses, which compare the concepts
generated to the means for each of the two groups of participants. The final category
consists of only means which were used in the concepts generated, ranging from five to
fifteen means per participant. This subset of the means is used in comparison with the
concepts generated in order to not penalize the participants for the means generated yet
which were not chosen as a part of a concept. The assumption is that the participants
would have selected their preferred means to integrate into a concept based on their own
higher level of perceived quality. Comparing the scores of the concepts themselves to the
means which compose the concepts should produce a better understanding of the
relationship between the quality of means and concepts than comparing the scores of the
concepts to all of the means generated.
Quality is calculated based on two criteria, cost and number of parts. In the
instructions given during the means and concept generation (see Sections 3.2.3 and
3.2.4), the participants were asked to consider cost, number of parts, and ease of use.
However, ease of use is removed from the quality measurement due to the difficultly in
properly judging the participants intentions (see Chapter Six for more clarification).
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4.1.1 Total Quality Scores
For each of the categories, a total quality score is determined based upon the two
criteria. As the hypotheses focus on these categories, the total quality scores are the
values used to confirm or deny the hypotheses. The total quality score (Equation 5) for a
category is an average of the criteria scores for all the participants relevant to that
category.

TQS

1 Parts
(
2 9

Cost
)
9

Equation 5

A total quality score is normalized on a 0.11 to 1.0 scale by dividing the average
score for each criterion (number of parts and cost) by the highest possible score (see
Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). A total quality score of 0.11 represents a score of 1 on each
criterion for all of the participants while a total quality score of 1.0 represents a score of 9
on each criterion for all of the participants. In the total quality score, each criterion is
given the same weighting. To get the average scores used to calculate the total quality
scores, the means entered into the morphological chart and the concepts generated by the
participants must first be considered.
4.1.2 Scoring Morphological Charts
The morphological charts are individually; however, care must be taken to ensure
that the same scores are applied across all of the morphological charts (see Chapter 4.1.4
for more information). A ranking scale of 1,3,9 is chosen for each of the two criteria to
be analyzed (cost and number of parts).

This scale is used to give a pronounced

difference between the different scores [1]. Although some special considerations are
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taken for each function as it is scored, the general scoring procedure for an individual
entry (means) follows:
For the first criterion, number of parts, the best score (9) is given to a means that
exhibits the fewest number of parts. For each function, the ideal number of parts varies
but ordinarily is between one and three. The worst score (1) is given to any means with a
number of parts an order of magnitude greater than the means which received the highest
score. The middle score (3) is given to means which fall in between the other two scores.
For

cost,

considerations

include

the

energy

consumption

and

material/procurement cost. The highest score (9) is assigned to means which did not
require outside energy to function and are made of ordinary materials. The middle score
(3) is assigned to means which require easily attainable outside energy (generally,
electricity) or are made from more expensive materials. The lowest score (1) is assigned
to means which require much outside energy or an uncommon material.
For the first category, all of the means entered into the morphological chart are
averaged for each criterion to determine the scores for that participant. A participant is
not penalized for not completely filling the morphological chart, so the number of means
included in the calculated average varies between five and thirty for each participant. For
the second category, only the means which are used in the concepts generated by the
participant are averaged. A means that is used by a participant in more than one concept
is included into the average each time. Therefore, the number of means considered in the
calculated average is five, ten, or fifteen, depending on the number of concepts generated
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by the participant. Once all of the morphological charts are judges and the averages
computed, the concepts generated are judged.
4.1.3 Scoring Concepts Generated
For the concepts generated judging, the same two criteria (number of parts and
cost) and rating scale (1, 3, 9) as the morphological charts are used. However, the scores
for the concepts are not a sum or average of its components as considerations into the
interfaces between the functions must be taken into account.
For number of parts, the concepts are scored in a similar method to the scoring of
the means, although it is important to note that the number of parts is not an explicit sum
of the number of parts composing each of the means. Consideration of the intermediate
parts required at the interfaces between means must be taken when judging the concepts.
Therefore, the best score (9) is given to concepts which not only are composed of means
with low part counts but also do not require many additional intermediate parts.
Concepts which are composed of means with high part counts or many intermediate parts
are given the lowest score (1). All concepts which fall in between are given the middle
score (3).
For the cost of a concept, the overall energy consumption and labor costs are most
important. Similar to the function means, the highest score (9) is assigned to concepts
which did not require outside energy to function and are made of ordinary materials. The
middle score (3) is assigned to concepts which require easily attainable outside energy
(generally, electricity) or are made from multiple, more expensive materials. The lowest
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score (1) goes to means which require multiple outside energy sources or uncommon
materials.
For the third category (means used in concepts generated), a participant’s scores
are the average of all concepts generated as evaluated against the criteria. A participant is
not penalized for not generating three concepts, so the number of concepts included in the
calculated average varies between one and three for each participant. With the scoring
procedure for the morphological charts and concepts generated explained, the reliability
of the morphological chart scoring is explored.
4.1.4 Reliability of Morphological Chart Scoring
To ensure that each of the morphological charts is scored the same, the author
begins by compiling all of the means entered into the morphological chart by function.
For each function, the means are divided into classifications which represent similar
means (i.e. for the function “store filling”, a classification of individual portions would
encompass individual bags, individual tubes, individual containers and pre-packaged
portions). Once all of the morphological charts are scored, the author can check that all
of the means which fall into a certain classification are given the same score across all of
the participants. These classifications can further be used in determining variety and
novelty, as discussed in Chapters 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. With the quality scoring
sufficiently described, the quantity scoring will be discussed next.
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4.2 Quantity
For each participant, several quantities can be observed: the total number of
means for the entire morphological chart, the number of means for each column, the
number of means for each row (function), and the number of concepts generated. The
collection of these observed quantities will allow for several conclusions to be drawn
about the two groups, the function representation of the problem, the size of the
morphological chart, and the time given for means and concept generation.
First, the total number of means for each of the two groups will be compared to
see how the function representation affected overall means generated. In addition, from
the quantities of means per function, functions will be recognized for which participants
found cumbersome to identify means. This will give understanding as to whether the
level of abstraction characterized by function representation is appropriate. From the
number of means per column quantities, the appropriateness of the size of the
morphological chart can be determined. Further, from the number of concepts generated,
the time given for concept generation can be deemed suitable or not.
4.3 Variety
As discussed in Chapter 4.1.4, the means for each function will be organized in to
classifications.

Variety is determined by counting the number of classifications

represented for each function. Measures of variety will be observed both by participant
and by function. Classifications which appear most frequently in the morphological
charts will be identified. A comparison between the most popular classifications of
means for each function will be considered for the two groups of participants.
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4.4 Novelty
Novelty of the means generated will be based on the classifications of functions
previously mentioned. A means will be considered novel if it does not correspond to any
of the classifications and only appears in one participant’s morphological chart.
Measures of novelty will be observed by participant, by row of the morphological chart
(function), and by column of the morphological chart. Functions which encourage novel
means will be identified. In addition, a notion for whether novelty occurs more in early
means generation (first three columns) or late means generation (last three columns) will
be formed.
4.5 Summary
Once the user study is complete, the data collected is organized and recorded for
analysis. The analysis will encompass each of Shah’s metrics for effectiveness (quality,
quantity, variety, and novelty). Quality (Chapter 4.1) is of major concern in this research
as it relates directly to the question and hypotheses (as presented in Chapter 2.2). For
quality, total quality scores will be calculated for three categories: morphological chart
entries (means), concepts generated, and morphological chart entries used in concepts
generated. For each category, a total quality score is derived from the individual scores
of each group of participants. Quantity (Chapter 4.2) will be used to draw conclusions
about the function decomposition of the problem, the size of the morphological chart, and
the time given for means and concept generation. Variety (Chapter 4.3) will show trends
in the classifications of means entered in the morphological charts. Novelty (Chapter
4.4) will be used to determine which functions encourage innovative thinking and where
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(which column) this innovative thinking is most likely to occur. With the expected
outcomes of the analysis identified, the analysis and results can now be presented.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The analysis of the results of the experiment will follow the protocol outlined in
Chapter Four. Each of the four metrics (quality, quantity, variety, and novelty) have been
considered. First the research hypotheses presented in Section 2.2 were tested using the
quality metric. Once these research hypotheses are confirmed or denied, the subsequent
analysis using the remaining three metrics determined if introducing function structures
into morphological charts had any secondary effects on the means and concept generation
process.
5.1 Quality
Quality is the most important metric in this research as it is the basis for the four
research hypotheses. After determining the quality of the different categories of data
(means entered into morphological charts, means used in concept generation, and
concepts generated), statistical testing allowed the hypotheses to either be confirmed or
denied.
5.1.1 Research Hypothesis 1
The first research hypothesis is formally defined as: the quality of morphological
chart entries using a function structure and the quality of morphological chart entries
using a function list will be equivalent. To test this hypothesis, the average quality score
for morphological chart entries from the two groups of participants are compared. To
make this comparison, a t-test for two-samples assuming unequal variances is performed.
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The t-test is suitable for comparing the averages and variances of two groups of data.
The assumption of unequal variances (sample variance not population variance) is made
is made because the only control that the author had over the groups was the number of
participants in each group. A value of

= 0.05 is generally used to show significance

for hypothesis testing; however, for this test, a value of

= 0.10 is used; a common

occurrence for hypothesis testing which deals with pilot studies associated with human
subjects [29].
For the test, a null hypothesis is formed as follows: the quality score of the
function list morphological chart entries is equal to the quality score of the function
structure morphological chart entries. The decision of the hypothesis test will either be
to reject the null hypothesis (and disprove RH1) or to fail to reject the null hypothesis
(and prove RH1 true). To reject the null hypothesis, the critical t-value calculated must
be less than the test statistic.
Table 5.1: Data Used in the Hypothesis Test for Research Hypothesis 2
Average Variance
Function Structure

0.392

0.0103

Function List

0.392

0.00701

The hypothesis test results in a test statistic of 0.024 and a critical t-value of 1.299
(with a p-value of 0.98). Therefore, the decision is to fail to reject the null hypothesis
because a significant difference does not exist. In conclusion, RH1 holds true and within
the bounds of this research, there is no difference in the quality of the concepts of the
morphological chart entries for the two groups.
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5.1.2 Research Hypothesis 2
The second research hypothesis is formally defined as: the concepts generated
using a function structure will be of higher quality than the concepts generated using a
function list. To test this hypothesis, the quality scores for the concepts generated from
the two groups of participants are compared. To make this comparison, a t-test for twosamples assuming unequal variances is performed with a value of

= 0.10.

For the test, a null hypothesis is formed as follows: the quality score of the
function list concepts generated is greater than the quality score of the function structure
concepts generated. The decision of the hypothesis test will either be to reject the null
hypothesis (and prove RH2 true) or to fail to reject the null hypothesis (and disprove
RH2). To reject the null hypothesis, the critical t-value calculated must be less than the
test statistic.
Table 5.2: Data Used in the Hypothesis Test for Research Hypothesis 2
Average Variance
Function Structure

0.350

0.0278

Function List

0.307

0.00955

The hypothesis test results in a test statistic of 1.11 and a critical t-value of 1.68.
Therefore, the decision is to fail to reject the null hypothesis because a significant
difference between the concepts generated by the two groups does not exist. This test
does result in a p-value of 0.136, and a further test with
hypothesis. However, since values of

= 0.15 would reject the null

directly correlate to the chance of type I error

(rejecting the null hypothesis when it is in fact true), this research chooses not to relax
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beyond 0.10. In conclusion, RH2 does not hold true and there is not a significant
difference between the concepts generated by the two groups; nevertheless, as discussed
in Chapter 6.2, further experimentation is suggested based on these results.
5.1.3 Research Hypothesis 3
The third research hypothesis is formally defined as: the means used in the
concepts generated using a function list will be of higher quality than the concepts
generated using a function list. To test this hypothesis, the quality scores for the means
used in the concepts generated and the concepts generated by the function list group of
participants are compared. To make this comparison, a t-test for paired two-samples is
performed. The paired t-test is used because, unlike the previous two hypotheses, this
hypothesis is comparing the work from the same set of participants. A value of

= 0.10

is used to test for significance.
For the test, a null hypothesis is formed as follows: the quality score of the
concepts generated is greater than the quality score of the means used in the concepts
generated. The decision of the hypothesis test will either be to reject the null hypothesis
(and prove RH3 true) or to fail to reject the null hypothesis (and disprove RH3).
Table 5.3: Data Used in the Hypothesis Test for Research Hypothesis 3
Average Variance
Means Used in Concepts

0.381

0.0108

Concepts Generated

0.307

0.00955

The hypothesis test results in a test statistic of 4.93 and a critical t-value of 2.49
(with a p-value of 0.0000249). Therefore, the decision is to reject the null hypothesis
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because a significant difference exists. In addition, with a p-value of 0.0000249, further
testing with

= 0.01 shows that the chance of type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis

when it is true) is very small. In conclusion, RH3 holds true and the means used in the
concepts are of higher quality than the concepts generated using a function list.
5.1.4 Research Hypothesis 4
Finally, the fourth research hypothesis is formally defined as: the concepts
generated using a function structure will be of higher quality than the means used in the
concepts generated using a function structure. To test this hypothesis, the quality scores
for the means used in the concepts generated and the concepts generated by the function
structure group of participants are compared. To make this comparison, a t-test for paired
two-samples is performed because this hypothesis is comparing the work from the same
set of participants. Again, a value of

= 0.10 is used because of the nature of the

research.
For the test, a null hypothesis is formed as follows: the quality score of the means
used in the concepts generated is greater than the quality score of the concepts
generated. The decision of the hypothesis test will either be to reject the null hypothesis
(and prove RH4 true) or to fail to reject the null hypothesis (and disprove RH4).
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Table 5.4: Data Used in the Hypothesis Test for Research Hypothesis 4
Average Variance
Means Used in Concepts

0.402

0.0143

Concepts Generated

0.350

0.0278

The hypothesis test results in a test statistic of -2.08 and a critical t-value of 2.49
(with a p-value of 0.0243). Therefore, the decision is to reject the null hypothesis
because a significant difference exists. Upon further review of the results, one sees that
the function structure participants followed the function list: a significant difference
exists but it is the reverse of RH4. In conclusion, RH4 does not hold true and there is a
significant difference in the means used in the concepts and the concepts generated using
a function structure.
5.2 Quantity
The total numbers of means generated for each of the two groups of participants
were compared to see how the function representation affected means generation. The
results provided in Table 5.5 show that the participants with the function list produced an
average of 18.00 means while the participants with the function structure produced an
average of 16.76 means.

The function list participants varied from 5 to 30 means

whereas the function structure participants varied from 7 to 30 means.
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Table 5.5: Number of Means Generated by Each Participant
# of Means
# of Means
Participant
Participant
Generated
Generated
5
30
FS1
FL1
8
7
FS2
FL2
16
18
FS3
FL3
24
21
FS4
FL4
17
28
FS5
FL5
23
16
FS6
FL6
21
13
FS7
FL7
24
19
FS8
FL8
19
18
FS9
FL9
17
20
FS10
FL10
30
18
FS11
FL11
15
18
FS12
FL12
14
22
FS13
FL13
13
16
FS14
FL14
20
11
FS15
FL15
11
21
FS16
FL16
19
11
FS17
FL17
17
17
FS18
FL18
17
21
FS19
FL19
21
15
FS20
FL20
17
14
FS21
FL21
11
10
FS22
FL22
13
12
FS23
FL23
10
24
FS24
FL24
17
30
FS25
FL25
16.76
18.00
Average
Average
5.56
5.95
Std. Dev.
Std. Dev.
In addition, Figure 5.1 shows a histogram which breaks down the frequency of
several groups of means generated (0 – 5, 6 – 10, 11 – 15, 16 – 20, 21 – 25, and 26 – 30).
From this histogram, one can see that, in general, the function list participants and the
function structure participants follow the same trends. The notable exception to this trend
occur on the extreme high end of the histogram, where the function list participants have
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out preformed the function structure participants by occurring three times as opposed to
just one. Since the statistical analysis tools used previously assume a normal distribution
of the population, it is important to observe in that the participants generally adhere to a
normal distribution.

10
Function List

Function Structure

9
8
7

Frequency

6
5
4
3
2

1
0
0-5

6 - 10

11 - 15

16 - 20

21 - 25

26 -30

Number of Means Generated

Figure 5.1: Number of Means Generated in Morphological Chart
The quantities of means per function are then compared to identify any function
which participants found more difficult to identify means. In Figure 5.2, the average
number of means generated for each function by the two groups is presented. One can
see that the function with the least number of means for both groups of participants was
“fold burrito”. Perhaps this indicates that the participants could have benefited from
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more explanation or a better description of this function. Two other functions, “position
tortilla” and “dispense burrito”, have more than a 10% difference in the average number
of means generated by the two groups of the participants. In both of these cases, the
function structure group was outperformed by the function list group. Clarification of
these functions as they relate to the function structure may be necessary. Finally, two
functions, “store filling” and “fill tortilla”, have similar number of means generated
between the two groups, with less than 3% difference. In general, the results from this
comparison show that the function decomposition is appropriate but some further
clarification to the “fold burrito” step may be necessary.
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6

Function Structure
Function List

Number of Means Generated

5

4

3

2

1

0

3.76 3.68

3.32 3.8

3.64 3.68

Store Filling

Position Tortilla

Fill Tortilla

2.84

3

Fold Burrito

3.2 3.84
Dispense Burrito

Figure 5.2: Number of Means Generated by Function in the Morphological Chart
Next, the number of means generated per column of the morphological charts is
considered. Figure 5.3 represents a comparison between the average numbers of means
generated in each column for each of the two groups of participant. As one can see, the
average number of means generated follow a downward trend as you move from left to
right on the morphological charts. Based on the results shown, it does not appear that the
participants were hindered by the size (or lack of size) of the morphological chart when
generating means. In addition, no determination on the impact (negative or positive) of
the time given for means generation can be made from these results.
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7
Function Structure
Function List
6

Average Number of Means

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

5

Column 1

4.6

4.6

Column 2

3.68

3.8

Column 3

1.92

2.56

Column 4

1.04

1.36

Column 5

0.52

0.68

Column 6

-1

-2

Figure 5.3: Number of Means Generated by Column in the Morphological Charts
The final quantity considered is the number of concepts generated by each
participant. Overall, 47 of the 50 participants were able to generate three concepts, two
participants generated only two concepts, and one participant generated only one concept.
Therefore, the average numbers of concepts generated by each group are very close (2.88
means per participant for function list participants and 2.96 means per participant for the
function structure participant).

Based on these outcomes, then the time given for

generating three concepts is considered suitable.
The probability that a means would be selected based on the column in which it
appears can be determined using the data collected, as seen in Figure 5.4. To calculate
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this probability, the number of means selected by column is divided by the total number
of means selected (twenty five participants per group * up to three concepts per
participant * six functions per concept).
0.50

Function Structure
Function List

0.45

0.43

0.40
0.37

Probability of Selection

0.35

0.33

0.30
0.28
0.25

0.20

0.18
0.16

0.15

0.09

0.10
0.06

0.05

0.03

0.03
0.02

0.01

0.00
Column 1

Column 2

Column 3

Column 4

Column 5

Column 6

Figure 5.4: Probability of a Means Being Selected
As seen, the only major difference between the function structure group and the
function list group lies in the first two columns. Both groups of participants chose one of
these two columns 70% of the time, but function structure participants were 50% more
likely to choose the first column over the second column, whereas the function list
participants chose the two columns almost equally. As expected, the probability of
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selection sees a downward trend as you move from left to right on the morphological
chart.
To further investigate the probability of selection, the availability of means must
be taken into account. To calculate this probability, the number of means selected by
column is divided by the total available chances for selection (number of means entered
into each column multiplied by three concepts per participant). For example, for all of
the morphological charts generated by the function structure participants, only 13 means
appeared in the sixth column (five means for store filling, two means for position tortilla,
two means for fill tortilla, one means for fold burrito, and three means for dispense
burrito). Therefore, there were 39 possible chances for that column to be chosen as a part
of a concept (13*3 = 39). In the concepts generated by the function structure participant,
a means was chosen from the sixth column only 12 times. Therefore, for function
structure participants, the sixth column was chosen 31% of the time (12/29 = .31). Figure
5.5 compares the probability of means being selected based on their availability for all of
the columns and both of the groups of participants.
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0.43
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0.35
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0.25
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0.21

0.20
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0.15
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0.10
0.05

0.05

0.00
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Figure 5.5: Probability of a Means Being Selected Based on Availability
While the two groups of participants show a trend of declining selection
regardless of availability for the first five columns, the final column shows show a stark
difference. Not only do the two groups deviate from this declining trend, the sixth
column in the function structure group appears to be as likely to be selected as the second
column when available. Understanding the influence of means positioning is deemed out
of scope for this research, though this deviation from the trend suggests that there might
be interesting implications in terms of morphological chart guideline development.
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5.3 Variety
As previously mentioned in Section 4.1.4, the means of the morphological charts
were divided into classifications for each function to ensure the reliability of the
morphological chart scoring. With these classifications created, it is possible to gain
insight to how the means which were entered into the morphological charts varied
between the two groups of participants. To begin this classification process, means with
the same wording which appeared in more than one morphological chart were
distinguished as the original classifications. In general, this step of the classification
process was capable of organizing about a quarter of the entries in the morphological
charts. Next, means which were synonyms to the classifications were identified. For
example, for the function dispense burrito, means such as “ramp” and “chute” were
identified as part of the classification “slide”. After this step of the classification process,
approximately three quarters of the means generated had been classified. The final step
in the process involved connecting means which were semantically equivalent to the
classifications. For example, for the function position tortilla, a means such as “semi
circle lip” is considered semantically the same as the classification of “mold”. While the
first two steps of the classification process are mostly objective, the final step of the
classification process is somewhat subjective as the author must make determinations of
the intentions of the participants as they recorded the means. For more commentary on
the impact that this step of the classification process may have on the results the reader is
referred to Chapter Six.
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Once all of the means are classified, the variety of classifications represented by
each participant is determined. By counting the number of classifications used by each
participant, the impact that the function representation had on the variety of
classifications used can be quantified. A summary of the number of classifications used
by each group of participants for each function is shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Number of Classifications of Means Appearing per Participant
Function List
Function Structure
Function
Average
Std. Dev.
Average
Std. Dev.
Store
3.20
1.35
2.56
1.00
Filling
Position
2.88
1.20
2.52
0.96
Tortilla
Fill
3.08
1.12
2.84
1.18
Tortilla
Fold
2.40
1.04
2.44
0.87
Burrito
Dispense
3.12
1.33
2.92
1.32
Burrito
From these results, there is little evidence of a significant change in the average
number of classifications which participants used comparing the two function
representations.

For the first function, store filling, there seems to be a noticeable

difference between the function list and function structure participants. Further review of
the classifications (and their frequencies) is necessary.
In Table 5.7, the classifications (and their frequencies) for the function store
filling are shown. For both groups of participants, the frequent classifications include
“individual portions”, “bucket/basket”, “bottle/tube”, “bag/bladder”, and “tank”. The
function structure group of participants identified “bag/bladder” significantly more than
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any other means by either group for any function.

This is the root cause for the

difference in average classifications appearing per participant as identified above.
Table 5.7: Frequency of Classifications – Store Filling
Function List
Function Structure
2
0
Caulk gun
14
7
Hopper/Bin
15
12
Individual
5
0
Drum
9
11
Bucket/Basket
12
10
Bottle/Tube
16
34
Bag/Bladder
13
10
Tank
2
2
Conveyor
0
4
Mixer
0
2
Novel
88
92
Total
In Table 5.8, the classifications (and their frequencies) for the function position
tortilla are shown. For both groups of participants, the most common classifications are
“conveyor/rotating table”, “mold/fixture”, and “arm/linkage”. The difference in number
of means (13 more means generated by the function list participants) is largely accounted
for in the classifications “slide/ramp”, “laser/suction”, and “laser/optics”.

These

classifications were moderately frequent for the function list participants but nearly nonexistent for the function structure participants.
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Table 5.8: Frequency of Classifications – Position Tortilla
Function List
Function Structure
Conveyor/Rotating Table
15
22
Mold/Fixture
18
13
Gravity/Stack
7
8
Buffet Stack (Spring)
1
2
Manual (By Hand)
6
8
Slide/Ramp
9
2
Suction
9
3
Laser/Optics
8
1
Arm/Linkage
17
18
Actuator
5
2
Rollers
1
3
Novel
0
1
Total
96
83
In Table 5.9, the classifications (and their frequencies) for the function fill tortilla
are shown. For both groups of participants, “manual”, “scoop”, and “squeeze/caulk gun”
are the most frequent classifications. “Vacuum/pneumatics” is much more frequent for
the function list participants than the function structure participants.
Table 5.9: Frequency of Classifications – Fill Tortilla
Manual (by hand)
Scoop
Gravity/Trap door
Squeeze/Caulk gun
Vacuum/Pneumatics
Auto/Continuous
Conveyor
Screw/Pump
Slide/Ramp
Linkage/Arm/Claw
Novel
Total

Function List
13
10
13
14
14
3
6
8
5
3
1
90
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Function Structure
11
16
9
20
7
13
5
3
1
4
2
91

In Table 5.10, the classifications (and their frequencies) for the function fold
burrito are shown. The two groups of participants generated a similar number of means
and shared the most frequent classifications: “flaps/fold” and “linkage/arm/lever”.
Table 5.10: Frequency of Classifications – Fold Burrito
Function List
Function Structure
7
9
Manual (by hand)
12
9
Rollers/Conveyor
5
6
Mold/Fixture
7
5
Pneumatics/Vacuum
22
17
Flaps/Fold
15
16
Linkage/Arm/Lever
2
6
Gravity
2
0
Scooper
1
2
Press
2
1
Novel
75
71
Total
In Table 5.11, the classifications (and their frequencies) for the function dispense
burrito are shown.

Although the function list group of participants generated

significantly more means than the function structure group of participants for this
function, the two groups of participants share the most frequent classifications:
“conveyor”, “slide/ramp”, “manual (by hand)”, “actuator”, and “robotic/mechanical
arm”.
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Table 5.11: Frequency of Classifications – Dispense Burrito
Function List
Function Structure
20
14
Conveyor
14
11
Manual (by hand)
12
14
Slide/Ramp
8
7
Gravity/Trap door
4
7
Catapult/Toss
17
7
Actuator
12
11
Robotic/Mechanical arm
4
4
Suction
2
2
Rollers
1
2
Novel
94
79
Total
Using the classifications created as described in this section, means which are
novel ways of satisfying each function can be identified. The following section will
detail the process of identifying these means and which, if any, functions were more
likely to produce novel means.
5.4 Novelty
For this research, a novel means is any means which does not fit into a
classification and does not appear in more than one participant’s morphological chart.
While the extent to which these means would satisfy the function is uncertain, any means
which fit this description is considered novel. In Table 5.12, each novel means which
was identified is shown. The functions which produced the most novel means were fill
tortilla, fold burrito, and dispense burrito while position tortilla produced the fewest
novel means. Although “shaker” and “vibrating plate” are similar semantically, they
appear as means to satisfy two different functions (and were listed by two separate
participants), so they are still considered novel.
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In addition, “bucket system” and

“gondola bucket system” are also considered novel for the same reasons. Of the fifty
participants, only one participant generated more than one novel means (“shaker” and
“ladder”).
Table 5.12: Novel Means Generated
Function List
Function Structure
large heated griddle, just in time
N/A
from supplier

Function
Store
Filling
Position
shaker
N/A
Tortilla
bucket system, toaster-style
Fill
bowl feeder
insertion process
Tortilla
tooth pick, edible happy face
Fold
slap bracelet
stickers
Burrito
Dispense
vibrating plates
ladder, gondola bucket system
Burrito
For store filling, participants from the functions structure group identified “large
heated griddle” and “just in time from supplier” as a means to satisfy the function, while
there were no novel means produced by the function list group of participants. For
position tortilla, a participant of the function list group identified “shaker” as a means to
satisfy the function, while there were no novel means produced by the function structure
group of participants. For fill tortilla, a participant from the function list group identified
“bowl feeder” while participants from the function structure group identified “bucket
system” and “toaster-style process”. For fold burrito, a participant from the function list
group identified “tooth pick” and “edible happy face stickers” as means to satisfy the
function, while a participant from the function structure group identified “slap bracelet”.
For dispense burrito, a participant from the function list group identified “vibrating
plate”, while participants from the function structure group identified “ladder” and
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“gondola bucket system”. With all of the novels means identified, the analysis of the
results is finished. Conclusions from the results presented can are now drawn.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT FUNCTION REPRESENTATIONS WITH RESPECT TO
MORPHOLOGICAL CHART USE
The research presented in this thesis details the design and execution of a user
study that explores the use of a combination of function structures and morphological
charts as an improved concept generation tool. The background on the current uses of
functions, function structures, and morphological charts is explained. Then, a research
question and associated research hypotheses are formed.

The experimental method,

protocol of data analysis, and the results of the study are described. Conclusions of the
experiment include the outcome of the hypotheses, suggested guidelines for designers
using morphological charts, limitations of this user study, and recommended future work.
The contribution of this work is guidelines which allow designers to refine current
morphological analysis methods for quality improvement.

This research has been

motivated by the hypothesis that using a function structure in a morphological chart as
opposed to a function list will lead to higher quality concepts. Although the data can not
statistically confirm this hypothesis, there is sufficient evidence that a correlation exists
which should be further explored. In addition, this research has shown that a significant
difference in the quality of means generated in a morphological chart does not exist
between the two function representations (function list and function structure). Further,
through metrics of quantity, variety, and novelty, function structures have shown to have
no significant secondary effects on concept generation using morphological charts.
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In summary, the following guidelines are composed to aid designers in producing
high quality concepts through the use of morphological charts:
1. A designer should not be concerned with the function representation used
when generating means in a morphological chart. This guideline assumes
that the chosen representation contains similar information content to the
alternative representations.
2. A designer should use a function structure as the function representation
when combining means into concepts. This guideline assumes that the
function structure contains more topological knowledge than the
alternative representation.

Although higher quality solutions are not

assured but are highly probably.
With these guidelines identified, the limitations associated with the user study
presented and the recommendations for future work are presented.
6.1 Experimental Limitations
As with any user study, limitations to the procedure and analysis exist. While
none of these limitations significantly affected the results, the lessons learned will aid in
producing better data in further iterations of this and other experiments.
6.1.1 Familiarity with the Material
First, the assumption was made that the participants had all participants had seen
and used morphological charts. Based on participants’ responses to questions after the
experiment, this was not true. For future work, the experiment should be planned so that
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participants have sufficient experience with morphological charts.

This experience

should not be limited to generating means within a morphological chart but should also
include using a morphological chart to generate concepts.
Further, no statistical trends could confirm or deny the participants’ understanding
of the function structure presented. There was few clarification questions asked about the
function structure representation, so adequate understanding is assumed.

Even so,

exposing participants to function structures and their uses before the experiment would
ensure that no bias exists in the results because of the representations used.
6.1.2 Motivation of the Participants
While most of the participants gave an acceptable effort, some participants
displayed a lack of effort either on the morphological charts or concepts generated. As
seen in the quantity results, the number of means generated ranged from 5 to 30. Also, as
previously indicated, three participants did not fully generate three concepts. This was
generally a result of only having one or two means generated for each function. Since
time is not considered as the limiting factor, the motivation of the participants is called
into question. Future work would benefit from full compliance of the participants either
by rewarding performance or by using problem statements in which participants have a
vested interest (such as class projects).
6.1.3 Subjectivity of Judging
Although the author attempted to objectify all judging procedures, some
subjectivity still existed. In judging means, the intent of a participant was sometimes
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assumed based on the limited information given in the morphological chart.

This

included some participants which drew pictures for function means that were difficult to
decipher without further explanation. The difficulty encountered in assessing the intent
of the participants led to one criterion, ease of use, to be abandoned. Although care was
taken in assessing similar means the same (Section 4.1.4), some means were difficult to
organize into just one classification. These means were in turn difficult to fairly score.
For concept generation, scoring could not depend on a summation of the scores of the
means but had to incorporate the interfaces between the means. Again, the intent of the
participants was sometimes difficult to assess.
To combat subjective judging, the author suggests a different approach to the
experiment. By giving the participants a complete morphological chart and only having
them generate concepts, the judging can be completed a priori. Efforts to determine the
compatibility of the means would allow all possible mean combinations (integrated
concepts) to be scored easily. Although this would require more work in setting up the
experiment, it would allow for easier, more effective scoring of the concepts.
6.2 Recommended Future Research Extensions
In addition to

the

guidelines

for

morphological

chart

analysis

and

recommendations to overcome the limitations of this study, recommendations for future
work include:
An experiment to confirm the hypothesis presented in this research by
addressing the limitations identified. RQ: How will incorporating function
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structures into morphological charts impact the quality of the
morphological chart entries and the concepts generated?
An experiment to determine the effects of a function-interaction model on
morphological analysis methods. RQ: How will incorporating functioninteraction models into morphological charts impact the quality of the
morphological chart entries and the concepts generated?
An experiment to determine the effects of the method of populating the
morphological chart (by row, by column, or random) RQ: How will the
method of populating the morphological chart impact the quality of the
morphological chart entries and the concepts generated?
These future experiments would extend this research which aims to determine
guidelines for designers to use to generate higher quality solutions from morphological
charts.
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Table 6.1: Blank Function List Morphological Chart
Means

Function
F1.1

F1.2

F1.3

F1.4

F1.5

F1.6

F2.1

F2.2

F2.3

F2.4

F2.5

F2.6

F3.1

F3.2

F3.3

F3.4

F3.5

F3.6

F4.1

F4.2

F4.3

F4.4

F4.5

F4.6

F5.1

F5.2

F5.3

F5.4

F5.5

F5.6

Store
Filling

Position
Tortilla

Fill
Tortilla

Fold
Burrito

Dispense
Burrito
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Table 6.2: Blank Function Structure Morphological Chart
Means

Function
Store FIlling

F1.1

F1.2

F1.3

F1.4

F1.5

F1.6

Position Tortilla

F2.1

F2.2

F2.3

F2.4

F2.5

F2.6

Fill Tortilla

F3.1

F3.2

F3.3

F3.4

F3.5

F3.6

Fold Burrito

F4.1

F4.2

F4.3

F4.4

F4.5

F4.6

Dispense Burrito

F5.1

F5.2

F5.3

F5.4

F5.5

F5.6

Table 6.3: Blank Function List Concepts Generated
Example
Store
Filling
Position
Tortilla
Fill
Tortilla
Fold
Burrito
Dispense
Burrito

Concept 1

F1.4
F2.3
F3.6
F4.1
F5.2
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Concept 2

Concept 3

Figure 6.1: Blank Function Structure Concepts Generated
Example:

F1.4
F3.6

F4.1

F2.3
Concept 1:

Concept 2:

Concept 3:
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